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International celebrity hair and makeup artist, Julia Carta is renowned as one of the best in her field - the world
of TV, film and entertainment. Having worked with many celebrities over the years; including Keira Knightly,
Sienna Miller, Sharon Stone, Miranda Kerr, Thandie Newton, Rachel Weisz, Dame Judi Dench, John Legend, Colin
Farrel, Ben Affleck, Denzel Washington, Naomi Watts and Vanessa Hudgens.
Loved for her creativity, her discrete professional attitude and calming energy, Julia's key signature skill is "Skin"
she loves creating the most flawless luminous natural looking complexions and thrives on making women look
"beautiful" and feeling "beautiful" whilst embracing the power of positivity.
Julia is considered one of the best HD makeup experts in the UK and is respected by some of the world's leading
directors and producers. Julia is also trained in special effects film makeup.
Julia worked with Britney Spears as her personal 'Hair/Makeup Designer' on the ‘Femme Fatale World Tour’ as
well as her music promo 'Criminal'. Julia was heavily involved in the 2012 Olympics working for CNN, Omega
House, Lord Sebastian Coe and Prince Albert of Monaco and was also named as the ‘Speedo Ambassador’ 2012.

